A low-energy theorem is derived for the structure-dependent axial vector form factor in the radiative decay K -»£+v+v in the 2 2 soft kaon approximation. Corrections of the order of (rru/m ) (V = p, ui , (p ) are obtained in the pole-dominance approximation. In each approximation the model predictions of both (i) asymptotic SU (3) and (ii) current-mixing are investigated. The quantity | y I = |a y (O)/F(O)t is calculated in both approximations and in both models. It is found that the soft kaon result is shifted upward by approximately 20%; the separation between the models in the two approximations is of the same order of magnitude.
INTRODUCTION 1 2
The techniques of the current algebra have recently been used ' to study the radiative decays of charged pions.
In particular a lowenergy theorem for the structure-dependent axial-vector part of the radiative decay -n--* X + V + y has been derived both in the soft-pion 1 2 approximation and in the pole-dominance approximation (PDA). In this paper we consider the extension of such techniques to the analogous radiative decay K-* Z + v + y where the theoretical situation is much less clear. One of the bases for our interest in such a calculation is 1 2 2.
the expectation that the PDA calculation of say, dA/dv (q = 0, A = 0), in this case, might prove substantially different from the SKA (softkaon approximation) result because of hardly negligible "correction 2 2 terms" of the order of (iru^/m ) ( V = p, CJ , <p ). At the same time we are also not aware of any experimental data on this decay mode as 3 yet, although such an experiment would appear to be feasible.
In the following section (Sec. II) we outline the soft kaon approach to this problem. 
The sum rule which then emerges from the straightforward manipulation -rrl -ia v (0}/F(0) I in the next section, where the "corrections" of 2 2 the order of (mj./iru,) ( V = f> , W , <p ) in PDA are taken up.
HI. POLE DOMINANCE APPROACH TO THE DECAY K + -jf + \>+ f
In the pole dominance approach to the decay K -*I +V + Y we are concerned with the retarded amplitude. 
eq. (16).
In order to make some estimate of say, I 'Jr., 1 , it is necessary to derive an expression for F(v) , the structure-dependent vector form factor, which is given by -10-
~-F(v)
(32)
In the pole approximation one finds. The SKA. and PDA predictions for j -vr j are compared in Table I -20-
